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Since 1932, neutrons make 50% of mass in our bodies ...

Neutrons are stable in basic nuclei but decay in free state: n→ peν̄e
... and in some (β− unstable) nuclei
... or can be even created in other (β+ unstable) nuclei

Fermi V-A Theory – Standard Model (SM)

conserving baryon number

GV√
2
u(1− γ5)γµd νe(1− γ5)γµe + h.c.

GV√
2
p(1− gAγ

5)γµn νe(1− γ5)γµe + h.c.

GV = GF |Vud | (CVC) & gA ' 1 (PCAC)

Yet, we do not know well enough its decay features and lifetime
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The Neutron Lifetime In Standard Model

GV = GF |Vud | determined from superallowed 0+ − 0+ nuclear decays
(pure Fermi β+ transitions independent of gA)

G 2
V = K

2Ft (1+∆V
R

)
K = 2π3 ln 2/m5

e = 8120.2776(9)× 10−10 s/GeV4

Ft = 3072.07(72) s (transition independent) obtained from ft values by
including long range QED corrections (depend on nucleus)

Short-distance (transition independent) electroweak corrections
∆V

R = 2.361(38) % – Marciano Sirlin 2006
∆V

R = 2.467(22) % – Seng et al. 2018
– important for |Vud | determination taking GF = Gµ from muon decay

Neutron (free) decay time: τn = K/ ln 2

G2
V

(1+3g2
A

)fn(1+δ′
R

)(1+∆V
R

)

fn = 1.6887(1) phase space factor, δ′R = 1.402(2) % long distance QED

Plugging superallowed GV , ∆V
R and K cancel out:

τn =
2Ft

ln 2Fn(1+3g2
A)

= 5172.0(1.1) s

1+3g2
A
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τn vs. β-asymmetry
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τSMn = 5172.0(1.1)
1+3g2

A
s

Grey band gA = 1.27625± 0.00050 −→ τSMn = 878.7± 0.6 s

Blue band τbeam = 888.0± 2.0 s

Green band τtrap = 879.4± 0.6 s

So experimentally we have τtrap = τSMn < τbeam
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Two methods to measure the neutron lifetime

diff erence of this size by chance alone is less than one part in 
10,000. We must therefore seriously consider the possibility that 
the discrepancy results from an unknown unknown—we have 
missed something important.

EXOTIC PHYSICS
AN EXCITING  explanation for the diff erence could be that it actually 
re  fl ects some exotic physical phenomenon not yet discovered. A 
reason to think such a phenomenon might exist is that although 
the bottle and beam methods disagree, other beam studies show 
good agreement among them selves, as do other bottle studies. 

Imagine, for example, that in addition to the regular beta de -
cay, neutrons decayed via some previously unknown process that 
does not create the protons sought in beam experiments. The bot-
tle experiments, which count the total number of “lost” neutrons, 
would count both the neutrons that disappeared via beta decay 
as well as those that underwent this second process. We would 
therefore conclude that the neutron lifetime was shorter than 
that from “normal” beta decay alone. Meanwhile the beam exper-
iments would dutifully record only beta decays that produce pro-
tons and would thus result in a larger value for the lifetime. So 
far, as we have seen, the beam experiments do measure a slightly 
longer lifetime than the bottles. 

A few theorists have taken this notion seriously. Zurab Berezhi-
ani of the University of L’Aquila in Italy and his colleagues have 

suggested such a secondary process: a free neutron, they propose, 
might sometimes transform into a hypothesized “mirror neutron” 
that no longer interacts with normal matter and would thus seem 
to disappear. Such mirror matter could contribute to the total 
amount of dark matter in the universe. Although this idea is quite 
stimulating, it remains highly speculative. More defi nitive con-
fi rmation of the divergence between the bottle and beam meth-
ods of measuring the neutron lifetime is necessary before most 
physicists would accept a concept as radical as mirror matter. 

Much more likely, we think, is that one (or perhaps even both) 
of the experiments has underestimated or overlooked a systemat-
ic eff ect. Such a possibility is always present when working with 
delicate and sensitive experimental setups.

WHY THE NEUTRON LIFETIME MATTERS
FIGURING OUT WHAT WE MISSED  will of course give us experimental-
ists peace of mind. But even more important, if we can get to the 
bottom of this puzzle and precisely measure the neutron lifetime, 
we may be able to tackle a number of long-standing, fundamen-
tal questions about our universe.

First of all, an accurate assessment of the timescale of neutron 
decay will teach us about how the weak force works on other parti-
cles. The weak force is responsible for nearly all radioactive de  cays 
and is the reason, for instance, that nuclear fusion occurs within 
the sun. Neutron beta decay is one of the simplest and most pure 
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Diff erent Techniques, 
Diff erent Results

Scientists have tried  two main techniques to measure the average 
neutron lifetime: the “bottle” and the “beam” methods. The various 
bottle measurements over the years tend to agree with one an -
other within their calculated error bars, as do the beam measure-
x³îäÍ�5�x�ßxäø§îä��ß¸�î�x�îÿ¸�îx`�³�Ôøxäj��¸ÿxþxßj�̀ ¸³���`îÍ�
The discrepancy, about eight seconds between the bottle and 
UxD�DþxßD�xäj�Dā�³¸î�äxx�§�¦x�ø`�j�Uøî��î��ä�ä��³���`D³î§ā�
larger than the measurements’ uncertainty, which means the 
divergence repre sents a real problem. Either the researchers have 
underestimated the uncertainty of their results, or, more exciting, 
î�x�l���xßx³`x�Dß�äxä��ß¸�ä¸x�ø³¦³¸ÿ³�Ç�āä�`D§�Ç�x³¸x³¸³Í�

E X P E R I M E N T S

The Bottle Method
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Bottle method average (green zone):

879.6 +– 0.6 seconds

Uncertainty

Disagreement

*The beam method average does not include the 2005 measurement, which was superseded by the 2013 beam study.
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examples of a weak force interaction. To calculate the details of 
other, more complex nuclear processes involving the weak force, 
we must fi rst fully understand how it operates in neutron decay.

Discerning the exact rate of neutron decay would also help 
test the big bang theory for the early evolution of the cosmos. 
According to the theory, when the universe was about one second 
old, it consisted of a hot, dense mixture of particles: protons, neu-
trons, electrons, and others. At this time, the temperature of the 
universe was roughly 10 billion degrees—so hot that these parti-
cles were too energetic to bind together into nuclei or atoms. 
After about three minutes, the universe expanded and cooled to a 
temperature where protons and neutrons could stick together to 
make the simplest atomic nucleus, deuterium (the heavy isotope 
of hydrogen). From here other simple nuclei were able to form—
deuterium could capture a proton to make an isotope of helium, 
two deuterium nuclei could join together to create heavier heli-
um, and small numbers of larger nuclei formed, up to the ele-
ment lithium (all the heavier elements are thought to have been 
produced in stars many millions of years later). 

This process is known as big bang nucleosynthesis. If, while 
the universe was losing heat, neutrons had decayed at a rate that 
was much faster than the universe cooled, there would have been 
no neutrons left when the universe reached the right tempera-
ture to form nuclei—only the protons would have remained, and 
we would have a cosmos made almost entirely of hydrogen. On 

the other hand, if the neutron lifetime were much longer than the 
time required to cool suffi  ciently for big bang nucleosynthesis, 
the universe would have an overabundance of helium, which in 
turn would have aff ected the formation of the heavier elements 
involved in the evolution of stars and ultimately life. Thus, the 
balance between the universal cooling rate and the neutron life-
time was quite critical for the creation of the elements that make 
up our planet and everything on it. 

From astronomical data we can measure the cosmic ratio of 
helium to hydrogen, as well as the amounts of deuterium and other 
light elements that exist throughout the universe. We would like to 
see if these measurements agree with the numbers predicted by big 
bang theory. The theoretical prediction, however, depends on the 
precise value of the neutron lifetime. Without a reliable value for it, 
our ability to make this comparison is limited. Once the neutron 
lifetime is known more precisely, we can compare the observed 
ratio from astrophysical experiments with the predicted value 
from theory. If they agree, we gain further confi dence in our stan-
dard big bang scenario for how the universe evolved. Of course, if 
they disagree, this model might have to be altered. For instance, 
certain discrepancies might indicate the existence of new exotic 
particles in the universe such as an extra type of neutrino, which 
could have interfered in the process of nucleosynthesis. 

One way to resolve the diff erence between the beam and bot-
tle results is to conduct more experiments using methods of com-
parable accuracy that are not prone to the same, potentially con-
founding systematic errors. In addition to continuing the beam 
and bottle projects, scientists in several other groups worldwide 
are working on alternative methods of measuring the neutron 
lifetime. A group at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Com-
plex (J-PARC) in Tokai is developing a new beam experiment that 
will detect the electrons rather than protons produced when neu-
trons decay. In another very exciting development, groups at ILL, 
the Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute in Russia, Los Alamos 
National Laboratory, the Technical University of Munich and the 
Johannes Gutenberg University  Mainz in Germany plan to use 
neutron bottles that confi ne ultracold neutrons with magnetic 
fi elds rather than material walls. This is possible because the neu-
tron, though electrically neutral, behaves as though it is a small 
magnet. The number of neutrons accidentally lost through the 
sides of such bottles should be quite diff erent from that of previ-
ous measurements and thus should produce quite diff erent sys-
tematic uncertainties. We fervently hope that, together, continu-
ing bottle and beam experiments and this next generation of 
measurements will fi nally solve the neutron lifetime puzzle. 
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The Beam Method
In contrast to the bottle method, the beam technique looks not for neutrons 

but for one of their decay products, protons. Scientists direct a stream 

¹��´yùïà¹´å�ï�à¹ù���D´�y¨y`ïà¹®D�´yï�`�ÚïàDÈÛ�®Dmy�¹��D�®D�´yï�`���y¨m�
and ring-shaped high-voltage electrodes. The neutral neutrons pass right 

through, but if one decays inside the trap, the resulting positively charged 

protons will get stuck. The researchers know how many neutrons were in 

the beam, and they know how long they spent passing through the trap, 

so by counting the protons in the trap they can measure the number of 

neutrons that decayed in that span of time. This measurement is the decay 

rate, which is the slope of the decay curve at a given point in time and 

which allows the scientists to calculate the average neutron lifetime.

MORE TO EXPLORE

Measurement of the Neutron Lifetime Using a Gravitational Trap and a Low-

Temperature Fomblin Coating.  A. Serebrov et al. in  Physics Letters B,  Vol. 605, 
Nos. 1–2, pages 72–78; January 6, 2005.

The Neutron Lifetime.  �àym��Î�=�yï�y¨mï�D´m��y¹��àyĂ�"Î��àyy´y��´��Reviews of Modern 
Physics,  Vol. 83, No. 4, Article No. 1173; October–December 2011.

Improved Determination of the Neutron Lifetime.  A. T. Yue et al. in  Physical Review 
Letters,  Vol. 111, No. 22, Article No. 222501; November 27, 2013.

FROM OUR ARCHIVES

Ultracold Neutrons.  R. Golub, W. Mampe, J. M. Pendlebury and P. Ageron; June 1979. 
The Proton Radius Problem.  Jan C. Bernauer and Randolf Pohl; February 2014. 
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τtrap = τSMn neutron decay time is as predicted by SM

τSMn < τbeam not every neutron decay produces a proton – i.e. some
neutrons decay in invisible channel (at least in beam experiments)
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τn vs. β-asymmetry
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Grey band gA = 1.27625± 0.00050 −→ τSMn = 878.7± 0.6 s

Blue band τbeam = 888.0± 2.0 s

Pink band τmat = 880.0± 0.7 s

Orange band τmagn = 877.8± 0.7 s

So experimentally we have τtrap = τSMn < τbeam
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SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) + SU(3)′ × SU(2)′ × U(1)′

G × G ′

  

Regular world Mirror world 

• Two identical gauge factors, e.g. SU(5)× SU(5)′, with identical field
contents and Lagrangians: Ltot = L+ L′ + Lmix

• Exact parity G → G ′: no new parameters in dark Lagrangian L′

• MM is dark (for us) and has the same gravity

• MM is identical to standard matter, (asymmetric/dissipative/atomic)
but realized in somewhat different cosmological conditions: T ′/T � 1.

• New interactions between O & M particles Lmix
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Two parities: Everything has the End... But the Wurstle has two ends:

Left and Right – or Right and Left ?

Fermions and anti-fermions :

qL =

(
uL
dL

)
, lL =

(
νL
eL

)
; uR , dR , eR

B=1/3 L=1 B=1/3 L=1

q̄R =

(
ūR
d̄R

)
, l̄R =

(
ν̄R
ēR

)
; ūL, d̄L, ēL

B=-1/3 L=-1 B=-1/3 L=-1

Twin Fermions and anti-fermions :

q′L =

(
u′L
d ′L

)
, l ′L =

(
ν′L
e′L

)
; u′R , d ′R , e′R

B′=1/3 L′=1 B′=1/3 L′=1

q̄′R =

(
ū′R
d̄ ′R

)
, l̄ ′R =

(
ν̄′R
ē′R

)
; ū′L, d̄ ′L, ē′L

B′=-1/3 L′=-1 B′=-1/3 L′=-1

(ūLYuqLφ̄+ d̄LYdqLφ+ ēLYe lLφ) + (uRY
∗
u q̄Rφ+ dRY

∗
d q̄R φ̄+ eRY

∗
e l̄R φ̄)

(ū′LY
′
uq
′
Lφ̄
′+ d̄ ′LY

′
dq
′
Lφ
′+ ē′LY

′
e l
′
Lφ
′) + (u′RY

′∗
u q̄′Rφ

′+d ′RY
′∗
d q̄′R φ̄

′+e′RY
′∗
e l̄ ′R φ̄

′)

Doubling symmetry (L,R → L,R parity): Y ′ = Y B −B ′ → −(B −B ′)

Mirror symmetry (L,R → R, L parity): Y ′ = Y ∗ B − B ′ → B − B ′
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B-L violation in O and M sectors: active-sterile neutrinos

• 1
M (l φ̄)(l φ̄) (∆L = 2) – neutrino (seesaw) masses mν ∼ v2/M

M is the (seesaw) scale of new physics beyond EW scale.

%L=2

l l

K K
G%L=2

K

N N

K
MM

l l

• Neutrino -mirror neutrino mixing – (active - sterile mixing)
L and L′ violation: 1

M (l φ̄)(l φ̄), 1
M (l ′φ̄′)(l ′φ̄′) and 1

M (l φ̄)(l ′φ̄′)

%L=1,�%La=1

l l a

K Ka
G%L=1

Mirror neutrinos are natural candidates for sterile neutrinos
Akhmedov, ZB, Senjanovic 92; ZB, Mohapatra 95
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B violating operators between O and M particles in Lmix

Ordinary quarks u, d ( antiquarks ū, d̄)
Mirror quarks u′, d ′ ( antiquarks ū′, d̄ ′)

• Neutron -mirror neutron mixing – (active - sterile neutrons)

1
M5 (udd)(udd) and 1

M5 (udd)(u′d ′d ′) (+ h.c.)

%B=2
u

d

d d

d
u

G'B=2

%B=1,�%Ba=�1

d a
u a

d a

u

d

d

G'B=1

Oscillations n(udd)↔ n̄(ūd̄ d̄) (∆B = 2)
n(udd)→ n̄′(ū′d̄ ′d̄ ′), n′(udd)→ n̄(ūd̄ d̄) (∆B = 1, ∆B ′ = −1)

can co-generate Baryon asymmetries in both worlds with Ω′B ' 5 ΩB
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Neutron– antineutron oscillation

Majorana mass of neutron ε(nTCn + n̄TCn̄) violating B by two units
comes from six-fermions effective operator 1

M5 (udd)(udd)

%B=2
u

d

d d

d
u

G'B=2

It causes transition n(udd)→ n̄(ūd̄ d̄), with oscillation time τ = ε−1

ε = 〈n|(udd)(udd)|n̄〉 ∼ Λ6
QCD

M5 ∼
(

100 TeV
M

)5 × 10−25 eV

Key moment: n − n̄ oscillation destabilizes nuclei:
(A,Z )→ (A− 1, n̄,Z )→ (A− 2,Z/Z − 1) + π’s

Present bounds on ε from nuclear stability
ε < 1.2× 10−24 eV → τ > 1.3× 108 s Fe, Soudan 2002
ε < 2.5× 10−24 eV → τ > 2.7× 108 s O, SK 2015
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Free neutron– antineutron oscillation

Two states, n and n̄

H =

(
mn + µnBσ ε

ε mn − µnBσ

)

Oscillation probability Pnn̄(t) = ε2

ω2
B

sin2 (ωB t), ωB = µnB

If ωBt � 1, then Pnn̄(t) = 1
2 (ε/ωB)2 = (εt)2

(ωB t)2

If ωBt < 1, then Pnn̄(t) = (t/τ)2 = (εt)2

”Quasi-free” regime: for a given free flight time t, magnetic field
should be properly suppressed to achieve ωBt < 1.
More suppression makes no sense !

Exp. Baldo-Ceolin et al, 1994 (ILL, Grenoble) :
τ > 0.9× 108 s → ε < 7.7× 10−24 eV

At ESS 2 orders of magn. better sensitivity can be achieved, ε ∼ 10−25 eV
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Neutron – mirror neutron mixing

Effective operator 1
M5 (udd)(u′d ′d ′) → mass mixing εnCn′ + h.c.

violating B and B ′ – but conserving B − B ′

%B=1,�%Ba=�1

d a
u a

d a

u

d

d

G'B=1

ε = 〈n|(udd)(u′d ′d ′)|n̄′〉 ∼ Λ6
QCD

M5 ∼
(

10 TeV
M

)5 × 10−15 eV

Key observation: n − n̄′ oscillation cannot destabilise nuclei:
(A,Z )→ (A− 1,Z ) + n′(p′e′ν̄′) forbidden by energy conservation
(In principle, it can destabilise Neutron Stars – talk of Mannarelli)

Even if mn = mn′ , n − n̄′ oscillation can be as fast as ε−1 = τnn̄′ ∼ 1
s, without contradicting experimental and astrophysical limits.
(c.f. τnn̄′ > 2.5× 108 s for neutron – antineutron oscillation)

Neutron disappearance n→ n̄′ and regeneration n→ n̄′ → n
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Oscillations in non-degenerate n − n′ system

Consider n − n′ system with ∆m = m′n −mn ∼ 10−7 eV
and ε ∼ (1TeV/M)5 × 10−10 eV

Hamiltonian of (n+, n−, n′+, n
′
−) system (± for 2 spin states)

decay width Γn is the same for all states

2

quarks [18]. Then, modulo O(1) coe�cients depending
on the Lorentz structures of these operators, one has

" ⇠
⇤6

QCD

M5
⇠
✓

1 TeV

M

◆5

⇥ 10�10 eV . (6)

The above sit-quark operators can be induced e.g. by
seesaw-like mechanism suggested in Ref. [18] which in-
volves extra color triplet scalars with mass MS and heavy
Dirac Fermions N with mass MN , so that the cuto↵ scale
is given as M ⇠ (M4

SMN )1/5, modulo Yukawa coupling
constants. The scale M of order TeV makes interest-
ing this scenario for testing at the LHC. Respective ex-
perimental limits on extra fields and their couplings are
discussed in Ref. [19].

In the following we assume that n and n0 have a tiny
mass splitting �m = mn0 �mn ⇠ 10�7 eV which can be
positive or negative (Cf. the neutron mass itself is mea-
sured with the precision of few eV.) With mass gap being
so small, n�n0 transition is not e↵ective for destabilizing
the nuclei [18], but it will a↵ect n�n0 oscillation pattern
for free neutrons. In particular, the limits of Refs. [22]
from experimental search of n � n0 oscillation obtained
by assuming �m = 0 are no more strictly applicable.

Such a splitting can occur if Z2 is spontaneously broken
e.g. by a scalar field ⌘ which is odd under Z2 symmetry,
⌘ ! �⌘, coupled to O and M Higgses as �⌘(�†���0†�0),
which possibility can be also related to asymmetric post-
inflationary reheating between two sectors [23]. The di-
mensional coupling constant � can be tiny, without con-
tradicting to any fundamental principles. Thus, if �h⌘i
small enough, a tiny di↵erence would be induced between
the O and M Higgs VEVs. Since the Yukawa couplings
in two sectors are equal, then also O and M fermions will
have slightly di↵erent masses.

Alternatively, there is also a possibility that Z2 is exact
and mn0 = mn, but e↵ective splitting ⇠ 10�7 eV between
the energy levels of n and n0 is due to environmental
reasons induced e.g. by some long range 5th forces with
radii comparable to the Earth radius or solar system.
Then this splitting should be e↵ective at the Earth while
somewhere in cosmic voids it could be vanishingly small.
Such 5th forces can be related light baryophotons of each
sector [24] and so the Earth/sun would induce the force
repulsive for the neutron which e↵ect is equivalent to
�m > 0. Instead, e↵ective �m < 0 can occur due to
di↵erent graviton/dilaton couplings between O and M
components in the context of bigravity theories [25].

3. Evolution of n � n0 system is described Schrödinger
equation id /dt = H where  = ( +

n , �
n , +

n0 , 
�
n0)

stands for wavefunction of n and n0 components in two
(±) polarization states, and 4⇥4 Hamiltonian H depends
on the matter background and magnetic fields. In the fol-
lowing we neglect the presence, if any, of M matter and
magnetic field at the Earth. Since the neutron experi-
ments are performed in perfect vacuum conditions, we
neglect also the neutron coherent scattering and absorp-
tion by ordinary medium. In uniform magnetic field B

the spin quantization axis can be taken as the direction
of B and Hamiltonian acquires a form

H =

0
B@

mn � |µnB| 0 " 0
0 mn + |µnB| 0 "
" 0 mn0 0
0 " 0 mn0

1
CA , (7)

µn = �6.031 ⇥ 10�8 eV/T being the neutron magnetic
moment. Let us consider first the case of vanishingly
small magnetic field, B = 0. As far as we are inter-
ested in average oscillation probabilities, it is convenient
to consider the evolution in the basis of mass eigenstates
where H0 becomes diagonal:

 ±
1 = c0 

±
n + s0 

±
n0 ,  ±

2 = �s0 
±
n + c0 

±
n0 , (8)

with c0 = cos ✓0 and s0 = sin ✓0, where ✓0 is nn0 mixing
angle in vacuum being the same for both ± polarization
states, tan 2✓0 = 2"/�m. In this way one takes into
account also possible decoherence e↵ects in n � n0 oscil-
lation since the mass eigenstates do not oscillate but just
propagate independently. The physical sense is trans-
parent: producing a neutron n with ± polarization is
equivalent to producing mass eigenstates  ±

1 and  ±
2 re-

spectively with probabilities c2
0 and s2

0. Since  ±
1 inter-

act as n or n0 respectively with probabilities c2
0 and s2

0,
and  ±

2 interact as n or n0 with probabilities s2
0 and c2

0,
then the average probability of finding n after a time t is
Pnn = c4

0 + s4
0 = 1 � 1

2 sin2 2✓0, and that of finding n0 is

Pnn0 = 1 � Pnn =
1

2
sin2 2✓0 = 2

"2

�m2
. (9)

Here �m = �m
p

1 + (2"/�m)2 = �m/ cos 2✓0 is the
mass gap between the eigenstates (8). As far as "⌧ �m,
we have �m ⇡ �m, cos ✓0 ⇡ 1 and sin ✓0 ⇡ ✓0 ⇡ "/�m.
In addition, since in real experimental situations the neu-
tron free flight time between interactions is small, t ⌧ ⌧� ,
we have neglected the neutron decay and corresponding
overall factor exp(���t) in these probabilities.

In the case of non-vanishing magnetic field the Hamil-
tonian eigenstates become:

 ±
1B = c±

B 
±
n + s±

B 
±
n0 ,  ±

2B = �s±
B 

±
n + c±

B 
±
n0 (10)

with c±
B = cos ✓±

B and s±
B = sin ✓±

B . But now nn0 mixing

angles ✓±
B depend on polarization:

tan 2✓±
B =

2"

�m ± ⌦B
. (11)

where ⌦B = |µnB| = (B/1 T) ⇥ 60.31 neV. Hence, in
large magnetic fields, when ⌦B becomes comparable with
�m, one of the oscillation probabilities P±

nn0 = 1
2 sin2 2✓±

B
(+ or � depending on the sign of �m) will be resonantly
amplified, a phenomenon resembling the famous MSW
e↵ect in the neutrino oscillations.

4. Trap experiments store an initial number of the UCN,
count the amount of neutrons survived for di↵erent times

where ΩB = |µnB| = (B/1T)× 60 neV

In small magnetic field (B ≈ 0) n − n′ mixing angles is θ0 ≈ ε
∆m .

n − n′ conversion probability is Pnn′ ≈ θ2
0 ∼ 10−6.

In large magnetic field, mixing increases for + or − polarization:

tan 2θ±B = 2ε
∆m±ΩB

Resonance effect like MSW
maximal oscillation if ∆m ± ΩB → 0
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Experiments with material traps

Trap experiments store UCN for a time t and compare amount of
survived UCN with initial one: Nsurv(t)/Nin = exp(−Γstt)

For determining τn, one has to accurately estimate the UCN loss
rates and subtract them:
τ−1
n = Γst − Γloss; Γloss = 〈Plossfwall〉.

In experiments with material traps (magnetic field is small).
Γst is measured for different fwall linearly extrapolating to fwall → 0

In fact, limit Ploss < 2× 10−6 comes from Serebrov 2005

which reports τn = 778.5± 0.8 s

Other trap experiments estimate about 2 times bigger Ploss and
about about 2 s more lifetimes.

I take Pnn′ = θ2
0 ≤ 10−6 .... for ∆m > 250 neV larger θ0 are allowed

Average of material trap experiments: τmat = 879.4± 0.6 s,

where the UCN n→ n′ losses are already subtracted
(together with regular losses)
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Experiments with magnetic traps

Large surface magnetic field (∼ 1 T with exponential gradient)
reflects the UCN of one polarization
(and about 10 G holding field protects the UCN from depolarization)

Also store UCN for a time t and compare amount of survived UCN
with initial one: Nsurv(t)/Nin = exp(−Γstt)

For determining τn, estimate the UCN loss rates and subtract them:
τ−1
n = Γst − Γloss;

The UCN losses are estimated to be almost irrelevant: about 0.2 s
correction But losses per scattering are not measured and only
depolarisation rate is controlled:
On the other hand, Γloss = 〈fscatPnn′〉 with Pnn′ ∼ 10−6 would give
1÷ 2 s correction.

Magnetic trap τn, in view of n− n′ possibility, can be underestimated.

Average of magnetic trap experiments: τmagn = 877.8± 0.7 s ,

where the UCN n→ n′ losses are not subtracted ...
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τSMn = 878.7± 0.6 s τbeam = 888.0± 2.0 s (4.4.σ)
τSMn = 878.7± 0.6 s τtrap = 879.4± 0.6 s (compatible)

τmat = 880.0± 0.7 s, τmagn = 877.8± 0.7 s (2.3σ discrepancy)

So experimentally we have τmagn < τmat = τn = τβ < τbeam

this is possible in my scenario So far so Good!
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Beam Experiments

n − n′ conversion probability depends on magn. field in proton trap

Nn = Ptr
nnL
∫
A
da
∫
dv I (v)/v and Nn′ = Ptr

nn′L
∫
A
da
∫
dv I (v)/v
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Ṅp = epΓβP
tr
nnL
∫
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dv I (v)

v , Ṅα = eαv̄P
det
nn

∫
A
da
∫
dv I (v)

v

τbeam =
(

epL
eαv̄

)(
Ṅα
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)
=

Pdet
nn

Ptr
nn
τβ
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Adiabatic or non-adiabatic (Landau-Zener)
conversion ?
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Ptr
nn′ ≈ π
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(
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v

)(
P0
nn′
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) (
Rres Bres

10 cmT

)

R(z) =
(
d lnB/dz)−1 – characterises the magnetic field gradient at

the resonance
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Dark matter Factory ?

If my hypothesis is correct, a simple solenoid with magnetic fields ∼
Tesla can be very effective machines that transform neutrons into
dark matter.

Simple experiments could test this

Adiabatic conditions can be improved and 50 % transformation can
be achieved

Ptr
nn′ ≈ π

4 ξ ' 10−2
(

2 km/s
v

)(
P0
nn′

10−6

) (
Bres

1 T

) (
Rres

10 cm

)

ZB, “‘Neutron lifetime puzzle and neutron-mirror neutron oscillation”,

e-Print:arXiv:1807.07906
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Sign of mirror BA: Free Energy from DM ?

Encounter of matter and antimatter
leads to immediate (uncontrollable)
annihilation which can be destructive

Annihilation can take place also bet-
ween our matter and dark matter, but
controllable by tuning of vacuum and
magnetic conditions. Dark neutrons
can be transformed into our antineu-
trons .... E.g. n′ → n̄ produces our
antimatter from mirror DM

Two civilisations can agree to built scientific reactors and exchange
neutrons ... and turn the energy produced by each reactor in 1000 times
more energy for parallel world .. and all live happy and healthy ...
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Isaak Asimov

First Part: Against Stupidity ...

Second Part: ...The Gods Themselves ...

Third Part: ... Contend in Vain?

”Mit der Dummheit kämpfen Götter
selbst vergebens!” – Friedrich Schiller
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Thank You ...

It’s wonderful to be here
It’s certainly a thrill
You’re such a lovely audience
We’d love to take you home

I don’t really want to stop the show
But I thought that you might like to know
That the singer’s going to sing a song
And he wants you all to sing along

We hope you have enjoyed the show
We’re sorry but it’s time to go
It’s getting very near the end
We’d like to thank you once again
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Problem ...

τn measured in two methods are different: τtrap < τbeam

diff erence of this size by chance alone is less than one part in 
10,000. We must therefore seriously consider the possibility that 
the discrepancy results from an unknown unknown—we have 
missed something important.

EXOTIC PHYSICS
AN EXCITING  explanation for the diff erence could be that it actually 
re  fl ects some exotic physical phenomenon not yet discovered. A 
reason to think such a phenomenon might exist is that although 
the bottle and beam methods disagree, other beam studies show 
good agreement among them selves, as do other bottle studies. 

Imagine, for example, that in addition to the regular beta de -
cay, neutrons decayed via some previously unknown process that 
does not create the protons sought in beam experiments. The bot-
tle experiments, which count the total number of “lost” neutrons, 
would count both the neutrons that disappeared via beta decay 
as well as those that underwent this second process. We would 
therefore conclude that the neutron lifetime was shorter than 
that from “normal” beta decay alone. Meanwhile the beam exper-
iments would dutifully record only beta decays that produce pro-
tons and would thus result in a larger value for the lifetime. So 
far, as we have seen, the beam experiments do measure a slightly 
longer lifetime than the bottles. 

A few theorists have taken this notion seriously. Zurab Berezhi-
ani of the University of L’Aquila in Italy and his colleagues have 

suggested such a secondary process: a free neutron, they propose, 
might sometimes transform into a hypothesized “mirror neutron” 
that no longer interacts with normal matter and would thus seem 
to disappear. Such mirror matter could contribute to the total 
amount of dark matter in the universe. Although this idea is quite 
stimulating, it remains highly speculative. More defi nitive con-
fi rmation of the divergence between the bottle and beam meth-
ods of measuring the neutron lifetime is necessary before most 
physicists would accept a concept as radical as mirror matter. 

Much more likely, we think, is that one (or perhaps even both) 
of the experiments has underestimated or overlooked a systemat-
ic eff ect. Such a possibility is always present when working with 
delicate and sensitive experimental setups.

WHY THE NEUTRON LIFETIME MATTERS
FIGURING OUT WHAT WE MISSED  will of course give us experimental-
ists peace of mind. But even more important, if we can get to the 
bottom of this puzzle and precisely measure the neutron lifetime, 
we may be able to tackle a number of long-standing, fundamen-
tal questions about our universe.

First of all, an accurate assessment of the timescale of neutron 
decay will teach us about how the weak force works on other parti-
cles. The weak force is responsible for nearly all radioactive de  cays 
and is the reason, for instance, that nuclear fusion occurs within 
the sun. Neutron beta decay is one of the simplest and most pure 
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Diff erent Techniques, 
Diff erent Results

Scientists have tried  two main techniques to measure the average 
neutron lifetime: the “bottle” and the “beam” methods. The various 
bottle measurements over the years tend to agree with one an -
other within their calculated error bars, as do the beam measure-
x³îäÍ�5�x�ßxäø§îä��ß¸�î�x�îÿ¸�îx`�³�Ôøxäj��¸ÿxþxßj�̀ ¸³���`îÍ�
The discrepancy, about eight seconds between the bottle and 
UxD�DþxßD�xäj�Dā�³¸î�äxx�§�¦x�ø`�j�Uøî��î��ä�ä��³���`D³î§ā�
larger than the measurements’ uncertainty, which means the 
divergence repre sents a real problem. Either the researchers have 
underestimated the uncertainty of their results, or, more exciting, 
î�x�l���xßx³`x�Dß�äxä��ß¸�ä¸x�ø³¦³¸ÿ³�Ç�āä�`D§�Ç�x³¸x³¸³Í�

E X P E R I M E N T S

The Bottle Method
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U¹ïï¨y�ï�Dï�̀ ¹´ïD�´å�́ yùïà¹´å�Èyà�y`ï¨Ă�Ā�ï��́ ¹�̈ ¹ååyåÎ
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*The beam method average does not include the 2005 measurement, which was superseded by the 2013 beam study.
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diff erence of this size by chance alone is less than one part in 
10,000. We must therefore seriously consider the possibility that 
the discrepancy results from an unknown unknown—we have 
missed something important.

EXOTIC PHYSICS
AN EXCITING  explanation for the diff erence could be that it actually 
re  fl ects some exotic physical phenomenon not yet discovered. A 
reason to think such a phenomenon might exist is that although 
the bottle and beam methods disagree, other beam studies show 
good agreement among them selves, as do other bottle studies. 

Imagine, for example, that in addition to the regular beta de -
cay, neutrons decayed via some previously unknown process that 
does not create the protons sought in beam experiments. The bot-
tle experiments, which count the total number of “lost” neutrons, 
would count both the neutrons that disappeared via beta decay 
as well as those that underwent this second process. We would 
therefore conclude that the neutron lifetime was shorter than 
that from “normal” beta decay alone. Meanwhile the beam exper-
iments would dutifully record only beta decays that produce pro-
tons and would thus result in a larger value for the lifetime. So 
far, as we have seen, the beam experiments do measure a slightly 
longer lifetime than the bottles. 

A few theorists have taken this notion seriously. Zurab Berezhi-
ani of the University of L’Aquila in Italy and his colleagues have 

suggested such a secondary process: a free neutron, they propose, 
might sometimes transform into a hypothesized “mirror neutron” 
that no longer interacts with normal matter and would thus seem 
to disappear. Such mirror matter could contribute to the total 
amount of dark matter in the universe. Although this idea is quite 
stimulating, it remains highly speculative. More defi nitive con-
fi rmation of the divergence between the bottle and beam meth-
ods of measuring the neutron lifetime is necessary before most 
physicists would accept a concept as radical as mirror matter. 

Much more likely, we think, is that one (or perhaps even both) 
of the experiments has underestimated or overlooked a systemat-
ic eff ect. Such a possibility is always present when working with 
delicate and sensitive experimental setups.

WHY THE NEUTRON LIFETIME MATTERS
FIGURING OUT WHAT WE MISSED  will of course give us experimental-
ists peace of mind. But even more important, if we can get to the 
bottom of this puzzle and precisely measure the neutron lifetime, 
we may be able to tackle a number of long-standing, fundamen-
tal questions about our universe.

First of all, an accurate assessment of the timescale of neutron 
decay will teach us about how the weak force works on other parti-
cles. The weak force is responsible for nearly all radioactive de  cays 
and is the reason, for instance, that nuclear fusion occurs within 
the sun. Neutron beta decay is one of the simplest and most pure 
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Diff erent Techniques, 
Diff erent Results

Scientists have tried  two main techniques to measure the average 
neutron lifetime: the “bottle” and the “beam” methods. The various 
bottle measurements over the years tend to agree with one an -
other within their calculated error bars, as do the beam measure-
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The discrepancy, about eight seconds between the bottle and 
UxD�DþxßD�xäj�Dā�³¸î�äxx�§�¦x�ø`�j�Uøî��î��ä�ä��³���`D³î§ā�
larger than the measurements’ uncertainty, which means the 
divergence repre sents a real problem. Either the researchers have 
underestimated the uncertainty of their results, or, more exciting, 
î�x�l���xßx³`x�Dß�äxä��ß¸�ä¸x�ø³¦³¸ÿ³�Ç�āä�`D§�Ç�x³¸x³¸³Í�
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The Bottle Method
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Bottle method average (green zone):

879.6 +– 0.6 seconds

Uncertainty

Disagreement

*The beam method average does not include the 2005 measurement, which was superseded by the 2013 beam study.
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diff erence of this size by chance alone is less than one part in 
10,000. We must therefore seriously consider the possibility that 
the discrepancy results from an unknown unknown—we have 
missed something important.

EXOTIC PHYSICS
AN EXCITING  explanation for the diff erence could be that it actually 
re  fl ects some exotic physical phenomenon not yet discovered. A 
reason to think such a phenomenon might exist is that although 
the bottle and beam methods disagree, other beam studies show 
good agreement among them selves, as do other bottle studies. 

Imagine, for example, that in addition to the regular beta de -
cay, neutrons decayed via some previously unknown process that 
does not create the protons sought in beam experiments. The bot-
tle experiments, which count the total number of “lost” neutrons, 
would count both the neutrons that disappeared via beta decay 
as well as those that underwent this second process. We would 
therefore conclude that the neutron lifetime was shorter than 
that from “normal” beta decay alone. Meanwhile the beam exper-
iments would dutifully record only beta decays that produce pro-
tons and would thus result in a larger value for the lifetime. So 
far, as we have seen, the beam experiments do measure a slightly 
longer lifetime than the bottles. 

A few theorists have taken this notion seriously. Zurab Berezhi-
ani of the University of L’Aquila in Italy and his colleagues have 

suggested such a secondary process: a free neutron, they propose, 
might sometimes transform into a hypothesized “mirror neutron” 
that no longer interacts with normal matter and would thus seem 
to disappear. Such mirror matter could contribute to the total 
amount of dark matter in the universe. Although this idea is quite 
stimulating, it remains highly speculative. More defi nitive con-
fi rmation of the divergence between the bottle and beam meth-
ods of measuring the neutron lifetime is necessary before most 
physicists would accept a concept as radical as mirror matter. 

Much more likely, we think, is that one (or perhaps even both) 
of the experiments has underestimated or overlooked a systemat-
ic eff ect. Such a possibility is always present when working with 
delicate and sensitive experimental setups.

WHY THE NEUTRON LIFETIME MATTERS
FIGURING OUT WHAT WE MISSED  will of course give us experimental-
ists peace of mind. But even more important, if we can get to the 
bottom of this puzzle and precisely measure the neutron lifetime, 
we may be able to tackle a number of long-standing, fundamen-
tal questions about our universe.

First of all, an accurate assessment of the timescale of neutron 
decay will teach us about how the weak force works on other parti-
cles. The weak force is responsible for nearly all radioactive de  cays 
and is the reason, for instance, that nuclear fusion occurs within 
the sun. Neutron beta decay is one of the simplest and most pure 
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Diff erent Techniques, 
Diff erent Results

Scientists have tried  two main techniques to measure the average 
neutron lifetime: the “bottle” and the “beam” methods. The various 
bottle measurements over the years tend to agree with one an -
other within their calculated error bars, as do the beam measure-
x³îäÍ�5�x�ßxäø§îä��ß¸�î�x�îÿ¸�îx`�³�Ôøxäj��¸ÿxþxßj�̀ ¸³���`îÍ�
The discrepancy, about eight seconds between the bottle and 
UxD�DþxßD�xäj�Dā�³¸î�äxx�§�¦x�ø`�j�Uøî��î��ä�ä��³���`D³î§ā�
larger than the measurements’ uncertainty, which means the 
divergence repre sents a real problem. Either the researchers have 
underestimated the uncertainty of their results, or, more exciting, 
î�x�l���xßx³`x�Dß�äxä��ß¸�ä¸x�ø³¦³¸ÿ³�Ç�āä�`D§�Ç�x³¸x³¸³Í�
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The Bottle Method
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Can n→ n′ conversion be plausible explanation?

(by the way, what is n − n′ conversion ?)
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Alice @ Mirror World – “Through the Looking-Glass” (1871)

I’ll tell you all my ideas about Looking-glass House.

The room you can see through the glass – that’s just

the same as our room ... the books there are something

like our books, only the words go the wrong way ...

I see all of it – all but a bit just behind the fireplace.

I want so to know whether they’ve a fire: you never can

tell, unless our fire smokes, and then smoke comes up in

that room too ... Oh, how nice it would be if we could

get through into Looking-glass House! Let’s pretend

there’s a way of getting through into it, somehow ...

It’ll be easy enough to get through I declare!’

!"#$%#$$ !

&$'($)

*+,!-./!01223242/56/7-/8!93268!,+0/!:23:/2-1/,!+,!;320+6!

93268<
Lewis Carroll
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Parity Violation & Mirror Fermions – Lee and Yang, 1956

The conservation of parity is usually accepted

without questions concerning its possible limit of

validity being asked. The is actually no a priori

reason why its violation is undesirable. Its viola-

tion implies the existence of right-left asymmetry

and we have shown in the above some possible

experimental tests os this asymmetry ...

If such asymmetry is indeed found, the question could still be raised

whether there could not exist corresponding elementary particles exhibiting

opposite asymmetry such that in the broader sense there will still be

over-all right-left symmetry. If this is the case, there must exist two kinds

of protons pR and pL, the right-handed one and the left-handed one. At

the present time the protons in the laboratory must be predominantly of

one kind to produce the supposedly observed asymmetry. This means that

the free oscillation period between them must be longer than the age of

the Universe. They could therefore both be regarded as stable particles.

The numbers of pR and pL must be separately conserved. Both pR and pL
could interact with the same E-M field and perhaps the same pion field ...
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Mirror Fermions as parallel sector – Kobzarev, Okun, Pomeranchuk, 1966

In connection with the discovery of CP violation, we discuss the possibility
that “mirror” (R) particles exist in addition to the ordinary (L) particles.
The introduction of these particles reestablishes the equivalence of left and
right. It is shown that mirror particles cannot interact with ordinary
particles strongly, semistrongly or electromagnetically. L and R particles
must have the same gravitational interactions. The possibility of existence
and detection of macroscopic bodies (stars) made up of R-matter is
discussed.

This papers were written before the Standard Model ...
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Co-baryogenesis: B-L violating interactions between O and M worlds

L and L′ violating operators 1
M (l φ̄)(l φ̄) and 1

M (l φ̄)(l ′φ̄′) lead to

processes lφ→ l̄ φ̄ (∆L = 2) and lφ→ l̄ ′φ̄′ (∆L = 1, ∆L′ = 1)

%L=2

l l

K K
G%L=2

%L=1,�%La=1

l l a

K Ka
G%L=1

After inflation, our world is heated and mirror world is empty:
but ordinary particle scatterings transform them into mirror particles,

heating also mirror world.

• These processes should be out-of-equilibrium
• Violate baryon numbers in both worlds, B − L and B ′ − L′

• Violate also CP, given complex couplings

• Green light to celebrated conditions of Sakharov
can explain Ω′B/ΩB ' 5 Bento and ZB, 2001; ZB 2003
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Discrepancy between trap and beam methods

Beam method measures neutron β-decay (n→ peν̄e) width Γβ = τ−1
β

Trap method measures neutron total decay width Γn = τ−1
n

Standard Model (and common wisdom of baryon conservation) tell
that both should be the same, Γn = Γβ But ...

year
1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

865

870

875

880

885

890

895

900   0.4±= 879.4 trapτ
/dof= 17.1/10 =  1.72χ

  2.0± = 888.1 beamτ
/dof=  0.2/2 =  0.12χ

τtrap = 879.4± 0.5 s τbeam = 888.0± 2.0 s

∆τ = τbeam − τtrap = (8.6± 2.1) s more than 4σ discrepancy
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The Neutron Dark Decay

If this discrepancy is real (not due to some yet unknown systematics)

then New Physics should be invoked which could consistently explain
the relations between the neutron decay width Γn, β-decay rate Γβ ,
and the measured values τtrap and τbeam

Some time ago I proposed a way out assuming that the neutron has a
new decay channel n→ n′X into a ‘dark neutron’ n′ and light bosons
X among which a photon, due to a mass gap mn −mn′ ' 1 MeV.
Then Γβ = τ−1

beam and Γn = Γβ + Γnew = τ−1
trap,

τtrap/τbeam discrepancy could be explained by a branching ratio
Br(n→ n′X ) = Γnew/Γn ' 0.01.
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n − n′ transitional magnetic moment

n − n′ mass mixing ε nCn′ + h.c.

and transitional magnetic (electric) dipole moments

µnn′(Fµν + F ′µν)nCσµνn′ + h.c.

Hamiltonian of n and n′ system becomes

H =

(
mn + µnBσ ε+ xµn(B + B′)σ

ε+ xµn(B + B′)σ m′n + µnB′σ

)
, x =

µnn′

µn

Interplay of ε and µnn′ can alleviate problem ....
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Toccata: invisible decay

Imagine that mirror parity is not perfect,
but it is mildly broken (e.g. by some parity odd scalar)

So that particle masses in O and M sectors have tiny differences:

mn > m′n, mn −m′n = ∆m ≤ 1 MeV, and |m′p −m′n| ' MeV

Now free neutron can decay in invisible mode n→ n′ + η, where η
can be some massless boson. E.g. it can be Goldstone if mass mixing
term βnCn′ + h.c. emerges via spontaneous breaking of
U(1)B × U(1)′B by some Higgs χ(1, 1).

Trap method – the neutron total width: τ−1
dec = Γtot = Γvis + Γinv

beam method – β-decay width Γvis(n→ peν̄) = τ−1
beam ' 10−27 GeV.

Γinv(n→ n′η) ' 10−29 will suffice for 1 % discrepancy ...

If m′p > mn > mp > m′n, n′ can be self-interacting DM
(σ/m ∼ 1b/GeV)
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... and Fuga: not so invisible decay via µnn′

Decay via transitional magnetic moment

Γ(n→ n′γ′, γ) = 1
8πµ

2
nn′m

3
n

(
1− m′2n

m2
n

)2

= 4α2x2mn(∆m/mn)3

Branching Br(n′γ) ' 10−2 can be obtained then for ∆m ' 1 MeV
and x = µnn′/µn ∼ 10−9

Imagine what incredible consequences for Neutron Star
transformations ....

To be Continued ..... Stay Tuned !

————————————————————————————
These were slides of my talk
”Unusual effects in n − n′ conversion”
at INT Workshop INT-17-69W, Seattle, 23-27 Oct. 2017,

http://www.int.washington.edu/talks/WorkShops/int-17-
69W/People/Berezhiani-Z/Berezhiani3.pdf
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Problem: τn vs. superallowed 0+−0+ and
β-asymmetry 6

event types (0, 1, 2, and 3 with 2 and 3 separated us-
ing the aforementioned MWPC energy deposition) sub-
ject to a fiducial cut selecting events within 50 mm of
the center of the decay trap. The fiducial cut removes
events that could have potentially interacted with the
decay trap wall, as the maximum radius of the electron’s
spiral around the magnetic field is 7.76 mm and the wall
of the decay trap is 62.2 mm from the center. Inclusion
of any combination of the aforementioned event types
yields separate asymmetries, as can be seen in Fig. 5.
The agreement between the asymmetries extracted using
non-backscattering events (Type 0) and backscattering
events only (Types 1, 2, or 3) highlights the credence of
the Monte Carlo corrections for backscattering.

The systematic errors for the two data sets are listed
in Table II. The asymmetries from 2011-2012 and 2012-
2013 are combined to produce a single result utilizing a
weighting method [23] that considers the statistics of each
result and treats the systematics as completely corre-
lated, producing weights for the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013
asymmetries of 0.67 and 0.33 respectively. Fitting over
an analysis window of 190-740 keV, which minimizes the
total uncertainty, yields A0 = �0.12054(44)stat(68)syst

corresponding to a value for the ratio of the axial-vector
to vector coupling constants of � ⌘ gA

gV
= �1.2783(22),

where the statistical and systematic uncertainties have
been added in quadrature.

We also report a combined result using our previ-
ous measurement [16] and a similar weighting method
as above, where all systematic uncertainties were set
to the smallest reported value between the two mea-
surements and treated as completely correlated so as to
avoid artificially small combined systematic uncertain-
ties. We obtain the values A0 = �0.12015(34)stat(63)syst

and � ⌘ gA

gV
= �1.2772(20), with weights of 0.39 for

the previous result [16] and 0.61 for the result from this
analysis.

As shown in Fig. 6, one can constrain Vud using
� [16, 38–44] and neutron lifetime measurements [29–
36] and compare to direct measurements of Vud from
0+ ! 0+ superallowed decays [37]. When considering
the discrepancy between neutron lifetime measurements
using neutron beams [29, 30] versus UCN storage experi-
ments (performed with material bottles [32–36] and mag-
netic bottles [31]) and the shift in � measurements after
2002, one observes a striking landscape. The older pre-
2002 results contribute significantly to the �2 of the en-
tire data set, leading the Particle Data Group (PDG) to

apply a
p

�2/(N � 1) = 2.2 scale factor to the current �
error [37]. A common theme between the majority of the
pre- and post-2002 results for � concerns the size of the
systematic corrections, where the pre-2002 measurements
([38–40]) have individual systematic corrections > 10%
compared to those from post-2002 ([16, 41, 42] and this
work) with all systematic corrections < 2%. For the fu-
ture, we note that if the precision level of measurements
of the beta asymmetry achieve the roughly 0.1% level
required for direct comparison with Vud extracted from

|λ|
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FIG. 6. Status of Vud, the neutron lifetime, and � measure-
ments. The � result bands (vertical) are divided into pre-2002
[38–40] and post-2002 [16, 42–44] results, where the distinc-
tion is made using the date of the most recent result from each
experiment. The right axis shows publication year for the in-
dividual lambda measurements included in the calculation of
the � bands (closed markers for post-2002, open markers for
pre-2002). Note that the result of this work (Brown et al.) is
the combined UCNA result from [16] and the current analysis,
and the Mund et al. result is the combined PERKEOII result
from [41, 42]. The diagonal bands are derived from neutron
lifetime measurements and are separated into neutron beam
[29, 30] and UCN bottle experiments, which consist of mate-
rial bottle storage [32–36] and magnetic bottle storage [31].
The Vud band (horizontal) comes from superallowed 0+ ! 0+

nuclear �-decay measurements [37]. The error bands include
scale factors as prescribed by the Particle Data Group [37].

0+ ! 0+ superallowed decays [45], the pre-2002 measure-
ments will not contribute to the Particle Data Group’s
scatter calculations for the beta asymmetry, setting the
precision level for evaluating scatter and the global aver-
ages at the scale of the recent measurements and those
to come 1.
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ment of Energy, O�ce of Nuclear Physics (DE-FG02-
08ER41557, DE-SC0014622, DE-FG02-97ER41042) and
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1002814, NSF-1005233, NSF-1102511, NSF-1205977,
NSF-1306997, NSF-1307426, NSF-1506459, and NSF-
1615153). We gratefully acknowledge the support of the
LDRD program (20110043DR), and the LANSCE and
AOT divisions of the Los Alamos National Laboratory.

1 The PDG only includes in the calculation of the scale factor those
measurements that satisfy �xi < 3

p
N�x̄, where xi refers to one

measurement of quantity x out of N measurements and �x̄ is the
non-scaled error on the weighted average x̄ [37]. Inclusion of a
0.1% result for A0 (yielding a 0.025% result for �), removes the
pre-2002 results for � from those that enter the calculation of the
scale factor.

Brown et al, et al., arXiv:1712.00884

Can BSM physics help? new contribution to β decay n→ peν̄e ,
E.g. scalar formfactor mediated by charged scalar (extra Higgs
doublet) – Cannot not help!
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Implications of the Neutron Dark Decay

937.5 938.0 938.5 939.0 939.5 940.0
10-11

10-10

10-9

10-8

10-7

m'n [MeV]

θ

9Be

Tang 2018

m'n > mn

Cosmic γ

n' unstableHydrogen unstable

Br(n→ χγ) = 0.01 Br(n→ n′γ) = Br(n→ n′γ′) = 0.004

Br(n→ n′γ) = 0.001,Br(n→ n′γ′) = 0.009

mn′ > mp + me , DM decays n′ → peν̄e (τ = 1014, 1015, 1016, 1017 yr)

mn′ < mp +me , Hydrogen atom decays pe → n′νe (τ = 1020, 1021, 1022 yr)
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Hydrogen Lifetime ?

There is more stupidity than hydrogen in the universe, and it has a
longer lifetime. – Frank Zappa

Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity;
but I’m not sure about the universe. – Albert Einstein
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... Curiosity

Evidently, some people stayed tuned .... after couple of months

Fornal and Grinstein, “Dark Matter Interpretation of the Neutron Decay

Anomaly,” arXiv:1801.01124

– all as in above but n′ → χ becomes elementary particle

followed by a train of publications

Tang et al., “Search for the Neutron Decay n→ X+γ where X is a dark

matter particle,” arXiv:1802.01595 – no such decay observed

Czarnecki, Marciano, Sirlin, “The Neutron Lifetime and Axial Coupling

Connection,” arXiv:1802.01804 – tension with measured asymmetries

Serebrov et al., “Neutron lifetime, dark matter and search for sterile

neutrino,” arXiv:1802.06277 – chain reactions and reactor neutrinos

McKeen, Nelson, Reddy, Zhou, “Neutron stars exclude light dark baryons”,

arXiv:1802.08244 – no NS could exist ...

R.I.P
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τn vs. β-asymmetry
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gA
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τ(gA)
PDG 2018

Mund

Brown

τβ(1 + 3g 2
A) = (5172.0± 1.1) s Czarnecki, Marciano, Sirlin, 18

gA = 1.2755± 0.0011 −→ τSMβ = 879.5± 1.3 s

τbeam = 888.0± 2.0 s τtrap = 879.4± 0.5 s

So experimentally we have τtrap = τn = τβ < τbeam

while dark decay predicts τtrap = τn < τβ = τbeam Not Good!
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